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ABSTRACT 

 
Machine translation outputs are not correct enough to be used as it is, except for the very simplest 

translations. They only give the general meaning of a sentence not the exact translation. As Machine 

Translation (MT) is gaining a position in the whole world, there is a need for estimating the quality of 

machine translation outputs. Many prominent MT-Researchers are trying to make the MT-System, that 

produces very good and accurate translations and that also covers maximum language pairs. If good 

translations out of all translations can be categorized then the time and cost can be saved to a great extent. 

Now, Good quality translations will be sent for post-editing and rest will be sent for pre-editing or 

retranslation. In this paper, Kneser Ney smoothing language model is used to calculate the probability of 

machine translated output. But a translation cannot be said good or bad. Based on its probability score 

there are many other parameters that effect its quality. The quality of machine translation is made easier to 

estimate for post-editing by using two different predefined famous algorithms for classification. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
MT-Engine translate a inputted sentence according to its predefined inbuilt algorithm. Even the 

best translation systems make mistakes in translating the sentences, since till now, no such model 

exists which can accurately translate the sentence. Sometimes whole translations are fully 

meaningless. MT-Outputs generally contain grammatical errors, missing negations etc. (Sylvain 

Raybaud, 2009). Error analysis is very much time consuming. (Guillaume W.,Natalie K.,François 

Y. 2014).  Human post-editing is required for only those sentences which have approximately 

70% accurate translation outputs. ( Kuldeep Y , 2015). In the translation process with machine 

translation (MT), post-editing cost much time and efforts on the part of human. There is no 

requirement of post-editing when MT-Outputs are of good quality.(Hirokazu Suzuki,2011).With 

the current submission, the problem of categorizing machine translation outputs is being 

addressed into two different categories automatically using classifiers. We have described how 

these two classifiers are classifying our MT-outputs in good and bad categories based on their 

different attributes values. This paper is consisted in these steps: The experiment and method is 

described in Section 3, including description about classifiers, language model and process. 

Section 4 describes the results whereas correlation with human judgement and feature conclusions 

are discussed in Section 5 and Section 6 respectively. 
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2. RELATED WORKS 
 

In the following paragraph, some of the related work and history in the area of Classification of 

MT-Outputs is briefly discussed using Classifiers. In 2014, Guillaume Wisniewski presented the 

corpus of MT errors that consists of post-edited translations with labels which are identifying the 

different types of errors of the MT system. In 2015, Shruti Tyagi has categorized the sentences 

into good and bad with the help of classifiers. She also concluded that Naïve Bayes  is bit more 

better than support vector machines. Irina Rish(2001) demonstrated that Naïve Bayes is useful for 

two cases: for Completely Independent Features and Functionally Dependent Features. In 2009, 

Sylvain Raybaud presented various confidence scores for Statistical machine translation. Huang 

(2003) answered how do algorithms, such as decision trees and Naive Bayes are compared in 

terms of the better measure AUC(same as ROC -Receiver Operating Characteristics). In 2005, 

Thorsten Joachims introduced support vector machines for sentence categorization and concluded 

that SVMs are more suited for text categorization. In 2007, Simard, M., Goutte used phrase based 

MT-System for post-editing the translated output of a machine system and also tested the data on 

the job-bank data set.The difficulties faced by Eleftherios Avramidis in quality estimation of MT-

outputs in 2012. Eleftherios worked on this problem in their research. A machine translated 

document can be more reliable after some modification but it should be automated to save human 

efforts. (Knight K., Ishwar C. ,1994). 

 

3. EXPERIMENT SETUP 
 

3.1. Corpus Selection & MT-Engines  
 
A corpus collected of 1300 sentences of English Language related to tourism domain from 

various sites and magazines which are then translated into Hindi language by six Machine 

Translation systems.  

 

Followings are the MT-Engines used for translation: 

 

1. Babylon MT-Engine 

2. Microsoft MT-Engine 

3. EBMT MT-Engine 

4. Anusharka  MT-Engine 

5. Moses  MT-Engine 

6. Joshua  MT-Engine 

 

3.2. Language Model 
 

3.2.1 Kneser Ney Smoothing  

 

Kneser-Ney smoothing is an extension of absolute discounting which was introduced by Kneser 

and Ney in 1995. We know that a lower order distribution is very important in the combined 

model only when few or more counts are present with the higher order distribution. 

 

For example, a bigram model say San Francisco, We know that FRANCISCO occurs only after a 

single word SAN. Since C(FRANCISCO) is high, the unigram probability P(FRANCISCO) will 

be high and an algorithm such as absolute discounting will assign a relatively high probability to 

the word FRANCISSO. But this probability should not be high since the word FRANCISCO 
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follows a single word SAN. So the word FRANCISCO should receive a low unigram probability. 

In Kneser-Ney smoothing, we generalize this argument, not setting the unigram probability to be 

proportional t the number of occurrences of a word, but instead to the number of different words 

that it follows. 
 

Following formula is used to compute bigram probability: 
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In this equation d is used for discount value it is reduced from the count of every n-gram, its value 

can be any between 0 and 1. 

 

λ�wi�1
  is  a Unigram Probability.  

 

����������������
  is calculated for each word by how many words it completes in a corpus. 

Like in “Chandra Prakash” Chandra word may appear in corpus many times but how many times 

Chandra appears with Prakash, this is continuation probability. This count normalizes by dividing 

number of bigrams in corpus. 

 

 
 

Figure 1. English sentence and translated sentence in Hindi using EBMT 

 

It is easy to understand KN smoothing using the example given in Figure1. The translated 

sentence’s each word’s bigram, unigram and continuation probability are computed here. Kneser 

have given a clever approach of continuation probability from which a more smoothed probability 

can be achieved. 

 

3.3. Attributes 

 
When some items or data are to be categorized into different classes or categories, some ideas 

based on which decision to put a particular item can be made in x, y or z etc. category. The idea 

can be a computation of various attribute values related to item. In the same way, here is taking 

MT-outputs for classification.  27 attribute values related to the translated sentence have 

computed. Based on these attribute’s values, it has tried to classify MT-Engines-Output in good 

or bad categories. 
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Sentence’s attribute-values are computed according to Table 1. 

 

S NO. Attribute/feature type 

1.  Length of the source sentence  

2.  Length of the target sentence 

3.   Average source token length  

4.  LM probability of source sentence  

5.  LM probability of target sentence 

6.  Average no. of occurrences of a target word within a target sentence  

7.  Average of source word translations  in a sentence  

8.  Average of source word translations  in a sentence (according to IBM table1, it is 

Prob(t|s)>0.01) 

9.  Unigrams percentage in quartile1 of frequency in source language corpus 

10.  unigrams percentage in quartile4 of frequency  in source language corpus 

11.  Bigrams percentage in quartile1 of frequency of source-words in source language 

corpus 

12.   Bigrams percentage in quartile4 of frequency of source-words in source language 

corpus 

13.  Trigrams percentage in quartile1 of frequency of source-words in source language 

corpus 

14.  Trigrams percentage in quartile4 of frequency of source-words in source language 

corpus 

15.  Unigrams percentage in the source sentence found in a corpus 

16.  Count of punctuation-marks in source sentence  

17.  Total punctuation-marks in a target sentence  

18.  Number of mismatch between source and target punctuation-marks  

19.  Number of content words in the source-sentence  

20.  Number of content words in the target-sentence  

21.  Content words percentage  in the source-sentence  

22.  Content words percentage in the target-sentence  

23.  Number of non content words in the source-sentence  

24.  Number of non content words in the target-sentence  

25.  Non content words percentage in the source-sentence 

26.  Non-content words percentage in the target-sentence   

27.  LM probabilities of POS of target sentence 

 

Table 1: Machine translation attributes. 

 

3.4. Classifiers 
 

3.4.1 Naive Bayes classification 

 
Bayesian theorem is used in Naïve-Bayes(NB) classifier. It is suitable when input’s dimensional 

is high. Naïve-Bayes invented a more simple classification method against already used 

complicated classification techniques. NB classifier is a probabilistic classifier that built from 

bayes algorithm. It is very simple and effective for text classification and used in spam detection, 

sexually explicit content detection, personal email sorting, and document categorization (Irina 

Rish, 2001) .It is less computationally intensive because it consumes less processor cycles, takes 
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less memory and small training data behind its similar techniques like Random Forests, Boosted 

Trees, Support Vector Machines Max Entropy etc.(Huang,  2003)  

The NB classifier chooses the most likely classification Vnb mentioned in the attribute values a1, 

a2,.., an. 

 

   ��� = argmax"# ∈ & P('(  ) ∏ P('(  | ��  ) 

 

Generally estimate P('(  | ��   ) using m-estimates:  

 

p('(  | ��  ) =
+,-. / 01 23(01 ) 

4(-.)
  

P(��  |'() = probability of instance ��   being in class '(  , 

P(,'(  / ��  2 ) = probability of generating instance ��  given class '(  , 

P( ��   ) = probability of occurrence of class ��  ,  

P('() = probability of instance '(  occurring 

 

The above mechanism of NB classifier to classify all MT-systems-outputs (1300*6 sentences) 

have been used into good and bad categories. 

 

3.4.2 SVM 

 
This mechanism was introduced in 1992. It was famous for recognizing the handwritten digit. 

Support Vector Machine is used to classify elements in 2 different classes like A and B. A 

boundary is used to categories the elements. This boundary is called Hyperplane. To estimate the 

boundaries, SVM uses several algorithms. It supports regression and classification. Support 

vector machines are supervised learning models with associated learning algorithms that analyze 

data and recognize patterns, used for classification and regression analysis. Mark-able 

performance can achieve using SVM in text categorization. There is not need of parameter 

tuning; it can set right parameter values automatically. (Thorsten Joachims, 2005) 

 

3.5. Weka Toolkit 
 
Weka is a collection of machine learning algorithms for data mining tasks. The 

Technique/algorithms can be set by writing own java programs or it can apply directly to dataset. 

Weka contains tools for data pre-processing, classification, regression, clustering, association 

rules, and visualization. It is also well-suited for developing new machine learning schemes. 

Weka provides implementation of machine learning algorithms to classify the MT-Outputs. First 

Weka Toolkit needs to be installed and then all the required attributes needs to be fixed into it and 

finally, both the algorithms i.e. Naïve Bayes and SVM is applied into it to classify MT-Outputs in 

good and bad categories. 

 

3.6. Process 
 
The overall process starts from a client who will input a sentence for translation using web 

service. Client will get raw translation from MT-Engine. This translation is an input for the 

language model (LM). LM helps  to compute the probability of the sentence.  This probability 

score and some other attributes which are mentioned in Table 1 will pass in both the classifiers 
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i.e. Naïve Bayes(NB) Classifier and SVM. The classifier will classify the sentence in good or bad 

category according to given attribute’s values. If the translation is good quality translation then it 

will be sent for post-editing otherwise it will be sent for pre-editing and retranslation. 

This classification process will work according to following diagram:- 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Overall system work flow 

 

3.7. Result Analysis 
 

i) The mechanism of NB classifier has been used to classify all MT-systems-outputs 

(1300*6 sentences). Sentence’s attribute-values are computed according to Table 1. The results 

achieved are mentioned in Table 2 in Naïve Bayes Classifier using 27 different attributes values:- 

 

 

 

 

    

 

 
 

 
Table 2. MT-Systems-output classification using Naïve Bayes’s   classifier 

 

• Weka tool is the implementation of SVM in java language. It is freely available on the I 

Internet. This tool has been used to classify the data (sentences) into different categories like 

Excellent, Good, Average and Poor sentences. Following results are computed using SVM in 

Weka tool:-  

 

 

 
 

Quality Microsoft Babylon Anusharka Moses Joshua EBMT 

Excellent  68 56 59 47 62 65 

Good 391 405 372 378 97 468 

Average 781 787 770 844 626 738 

Poor 60 52 99 31 515 29 

Total 1300 1300 1300 1300 1300 1300 
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Quality Microsoft Babylon Anusharka Moses Joshua EBMT 

Excellent  22 26 28 5 16 21 
Good 295 603 476 227 314 468 
Average 969 627 697 967 767 764 

Poor 14 44 99 101 203 47 

Total 1300 1300 1300 1300 1300 1300 

 

Table 3.  MT-Systems-outputs classification using Support Vector Machine 

 
ii) As per Table 2. EBMT and Babylon system are showing good translation outputs than 

other systems. Joshua MT-toolkit is showing very poor performance here and from Table 3., it 

can say that Babylon, Anusharka and EBMT are working very well but both MT-toolkits are not 

giving satisfactory results .So,  it can be said that EBMT and Babylon MT-Toolkit is quite good 

in comparison to other toolkits. 
 

iii) Excellent and good sentences have been calculated out of all 1300 sentences using both 

the classifiers i.e. Naïve Bayes Classifier & SVM. Table 4 represents total no. of good sentences. 

It can be understood more clearly using charts.(Figure 1.) 

 

 

 

 

 

           

 

 
 Table 4. Comparative estimation of no. of good translations by NB and SVM classifiers 

 

 
 

Figure2. Comparison of no. of good sentences through Classifiers using six different MT- Engines 
  

 Now, total 533 sentences can be sellable out of 1300 sentences approximately (good 

sentences) for post-editing, according to Naïve Bayes Classifier and around 489 

sentences, according to Support Vector Machines and remaining sentences will be sent 
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for pre-editing to get good quality translation. In this way, the human post editing will be 

less expensive and quite fast. It will save the money and time to a great extent 
 

4. CORRELATION WITH HUMAN  
 

The result of NB classifier and SVM are correlated with human evaluation. There is a positive 

correlation with all Machine Translation systems. The highest correlation can be noticed with 

EBMT MT-Engine, it is 0.656024 and 0.65591 as mentioned in Table 5.  
  

Classifier Microsoft Babylon Anusarka Moses Joshua EBMT 
SVM 0.158707 0.515279 0.548851 0.472856 0.129962 0.656024 
NB 0.158425 0.51498 0.548764 0.473045 0.13002 0.65591 

 

Table 5: Correlation with human judgment 

 

5. CONCLUSIONS 
 
Human reference translations cannot be found, but still a good post editing candidate can be 

found. So, for this a machine learning measure needs to be employed. In this particular study, two 

classifiers were trained viz., an SVM based classifier and a Naïve Bayes classifier. 27 features 

were used for identifying the quality of MT outputs. In these, 18 feature were not required 

linguistic knowledge whereas 9 were used linguistic knowledge. 1500 sentences were used for 

training the classifiers using the outputs of 6 MT systems used in the study. One human 

evaluator’s result was used to classify the outputs into two categories (good, poor). The computed 

values of both classifiers were correlated with human judgments that showed a good correlation 

with human evaluation. The correlations of two classifiers were also compared and it was found 

that among the two classifiers, naïve bayes produced better correlations with human judgments. 

Linguistic resource was not found much for Indian languages in general and Hindi in particular. 

Some more linguistic resources like parsers, morphological analyzers, stemmers, POS taggers, 

etc. were need here so that some more semantic or semantic measures could be implemented. 

This could possibly give a posting measure which can provide results as good as human 

judgments. 
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